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Fake Cisco Webex Google Ads abuse tracking
templates to push malware

Threat actors use Google Ads tracking templates as a loophole to create convincing Webex

software search ads that redirect users to websites that distribute the BatLoader malware.

Webex is a video conferencing and contact center suite that is part of Cisco's collaboration

products portfolio and used by corporations and businesses worldwide.

Malwarebytes reports that the malvertising campaign has been active in Google Search for a

week, with the threat actors appearing to be from Mexico.

Malwarebytes reports that a malicious Google ad impersonates the o�cial Webex download

portal, ranking at the highest position in Google Search results for the "webex" term.

Read More

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/fake-cisco-webex-google-ads-abuse-tracking-templates-to-push-malware/


 

More #News

TikTok �ooded by 'Elon Musk' cryptocurrency giveaway scams

MGM casino's ESXi servers allegedly encrypted in ransomware attack

GitHub �xes race condition that could have led to ‘repojacking’

Threat actor leaks sensitive data belonging to Airbus

 

#Breach Log

BlackCat ransomware hits Azure Storage with Sphynx encryptor

Auckland transport authority hit by suspected ransomware attack

Microsoft AI researchers accidentally exposed terabytes of internal sensitive data

 

#Patch Time!

Mozilla patches Firefox, Thunderbird against zero-day exploited in attacks

Patch Tuesday: Microsoft �xes zero-days in Word and Streaming Service

Microsoft September 2023 Patch Tuesday �xes 2 zero-days, 59 �aws

 

#Tech and #Tools

New Windows 11 feature blocks NTLM-based attacks over SMB

Windows 11 ‘ThemeBleed’ RCE bug gets proof-of-concept exploit

Rollbar discloses data breach after hackers stole access tokens
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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